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The Smart-ICU
experience
Clinical Care

RADAR is tailor-made for clinical teams. It is easy to adopt, moving teams
towards becoming paperless, eliminating double documentation, and reducing
burdensome documentation workload. From ensuring automated vitals entry,
seamlessly incorporating medication administration, and viewing lab and
radiology results to ordering one-touch protocols - RADAR is the clinical teamʼs
most powerful digital ally.

Collaboration

A multidisciplinary approach forms the basis for high-quality critical care
delivery. RADAR enables quick and easy collaboration between bedside and
remote ICU teams and allows for consultants, surgeons, and other
superspecialists to seamlessly collaborate with one another - through
notifications, secure chats, video conferencing, and high definition video feed.
Team members at the bedside and those remote can view their patientsʼ data
on one platform across mobile or web applications and together ensure that
patients receive the care they need when they need it.

Workflows

ICUs are complex environments with processes and timelines that define the
patient and provider journeys. RADAR has mapped them and these workflows
are a core part of its design. As you login you will immediately see the
integration of these protocols and workflows that fit into your day. From a
shift assignment tool that simplifies your workday to an SBAR system that
keeps track of critical events on your shift, you will see that RADAR's DNA is
clinical.

Intelligence

Medical intelligence in RADAR is the assistant you always wanted to have on
your team. Tools that autocomplete notes and discharge summaries, listen to
your clinical dictations, and a watchful computer vision engine that does not tire
make RADAR the smart tool that keeps the ICU running and your patients safe.

Augmented
Quality

Any healthcare organization looking to improve must first measure where it
stands. RADARʼs quality engine unlocks that insight for you. Our dashboards and
analytical tools are a must have for any research and quality-centric team.
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Contact +91 80 2309 2922
to learn more about Cloudphysicianʼs
reimagined critical care solution configured
to future-proof your ICU.

DISCOVER THE POWER
OF TELE-ICU SERVICES

